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Change Management, Third Edition: A Guide to Effective ImplementationSage Publications, 2008

	This updated 3rd edition of a popular text on change management guides readers through the technological, organizational and people-oriented strategies that managers use to implement change. Revised to include power and politics, culture and gender, the authors have also added international case studies that set change management within the...
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Crib Death: Sudden Unexplained Death of Infants - The Pathologist's ViewpointSpringer, 2007

	Crib death (SIDS) is the most frequent cause of death for infants during the first year. A systematic study of the autonomic nervous system and cardiac system has been performed on a large number of infants and fetuses who died suddenly and unexpectedly, as well as in age-matched control cases. The neurological and cardiac findings are...
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E-business Technology and Strategy: International Conference, CETS 2010, Ottawa, CanadaSpringer, 2011

	The International Conference on E-business Technology & Strategy (CETS) provides a peer-reviewed forum for researchers from across the globe to share contemporary research on developments in the fields of e-business, information technology and business strategy. It seeks to promote effective and vibrant networking among researchers and...
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The Power of Humor at the Workplace (Response Books)Sage Publications, 2007

	Humor is a powerful management tool, which, if used properly, can be extremely effective to gain attention, create rapport and make a message more memorable. This interesting book highlights the benefits of humor at the workplace and recognizes the value of humour in a variety of situations. The author has included numerous examples of the...
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Advanced Data ConvertersCambridge University Press, 2012

	Need to get up to speed quickly on the latest advances in high performance data converters? Want help choosing the best architecture for your application? With everything you need to know about the key new converter architectures, this guide is for you. It presents basic principles, circuit and system design techniques and associated...
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The Value of RFID: Benefits vs. CostsSpringer, 2012

	RFID technology presents a great potential for creating competitive advantage. By automating and simplifying data collection, it lets users more accurately track assets and monitor key indicators, which in turn gives greater visibility to the operations. However, the benefits received from this technology will be determined by how well it is...
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Coronary Sinus Intervention in Cardiac Surgery, Second Edition (Medical Intelligence Unit)CRC Press, 2000

	Topics include basic considerations and techniques, venous drainage of the myocardium, structure and function of the cardiac lymphatic system, coronary sinus interventions in experimental research, and more.
...
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Effective Programming: More Than Writing CodeIndependent Publishers Group, 2012

	ABOUT THE BOOK Jeff Atwood began the Coding Horror blog in 2004, and is convinced that it changed his life. He needed a way to keep track of software development over time - whatever he was thinking about or working on. He researched subjects he found interesting, then documented his research with a public blog post, which he could easily...
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Systems Biological Approaches in Infectious Diseases (Progress in Drug Research)Birkhauser, 2006

	The much-lamented “innovation gap” often referenced by current authors

	with respect to drug discovery in the pharmaceutical industry is a sure

	sign that an era has passed. The reductionist view of disease as the direct

	consequence of isolated errors of metabolism that could be explained

	and understood as simple enzyme...
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A Guide to Dissection of the Human BodyWorld Scientific Publishing, 2004

	In this second edition of A Guide to Dissection of the Human Body, certain dissecting instructions have been revised to increase clarity. Methodical and comprehensive, the guide complements various anatomy courses. The terminology has been checked and brought up to date, in accordance with the latest version of Terminologia Anatomica...
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Algebraic Methodology and Software Technology: 13th International Conference, AMAST 2010, Lac-Beauport, QC, Canada, June 23-25, 2010, Revised Selected Papers (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2011

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 13th International Conference on Algebraic Methodology and Software Technology, AMAST 2010, held in Lac-Beauport, QC, Canada, in June 2010.


	The 14 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 33 submissions. The papers are organized in 1 invited...
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Simplexity: Why Simple Things Become Complex (and How Complex Things Can Be Made Simple)Hyperion, 2009

	"Sure to be a deserved hit among the ever-growing Freakonomics crowd."

	--Booklist


	"Kluger makes the modern world comprehensible."

	--Publishers Weekly


	"A fascinating journey."

	--Library Journal


	Sometimes a complex...
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